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Recently, attention has been drawn.tothe lack of research on female
t

leadership (1athryn N. Bartol &.D. Anthony Butterfield, 1976; Arlene.

-

Eskilson & Nary Glen Wiley, 1976; Lawrence B. Rosenfeld & Gene D. Fowler,

1976; Lee Jenkins & Cheris ISramar,'1978; Janet Yerby, 1975). In the'past,

studies of leadershin have focused predominantly, on how men lead in small

task or problem solvingroups in the laboratory and in naturalistic

settings, such as business hnd military service. The criteria uses to

define and evaluate leadership, thus have been determined by, studying mew,/

although these criteria are assumed to'be equally appLicableto women. Is

Substantial evidence indicates, however.,:_that differential norms of behavior

exist for men and women which affect actual leadership; as well as tiow

leadership is peiceived'and evaluated. The assumption of similarity.is

Akin to an ethnocentric bias where the terms of one culture are used to,

explain another without investigating the grounds for assuming similarity

and understanding' difference.

I w ould like to briefly'review the literature on sex related.-4144+0,-

.

ferences in leadership behavior in order to explore the factors underlying

\I

.these differences. We currently have several models of /male leadership

in small groups, bdt we don't have
.

any models ofIluman'lpeciership which

accommodate the experiences of women in same and Mixed sex groups.

would like to 1.49ntify the key considerations for constructing su h a

model. In re- examining our theoretical focus and, extending the s ope of

our research, we will be expanding our knowledge, of how leadership

functions. .
t.

in reviewing the research on sex differences ig'leadership in small

groups, it is-imporiant to make adistinction between research whose.primary,

-

4
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focus is the investigation of.these differences and ieseaxch that merely

. .
A

reports such findings as fall out from statistical analyses of the data.

In the laitr, hypothetical reasons' for-Uwe diffeiences based dhcommon

gender stereotypes are often put forth lwith no attempt at'validating

such conclusions.. In tA former, a variety of explanations have been

offered. The.most frequent has been an adaptation of Bales'4:asWsocial

.1

or instrumental/6::p s ive.differentiation,hypothesis. This hypothesis

stateshat'16adership behavior tends-to be divided along this dimenkon

-
so thatone perso'n in a group is the social :leader (taking care .of grodo

.

maintenance) and another person is the task leader tmaking sure the job

gets done). In small'groups, women are more likely.to be social leaders

and men are more likely to be task leaders dPe to gender socialization
1

(B.F. Meeker and P.A. 1)itzel -O'Neill, 1977). 'Howe-Oer, rather than

considering the imi/zt of gender socializatimion the psy;::hology of the

individual, we might look at the impact,of gender based differential norms

of behavior on the sociology of the small group. This can be dine by

examining the possible effects of these differential'hormd On 'an essential

and widely agreed upon dimension of leadership, that of 'infguerice,

,

Marvin E. Shaw (1971). defines the leader.ap the group member'who
1.

influences the group in the direction he,desires to go more-than)fle-is
0 c.

influenced by others, regardles the group goal. Irifluence*.can clearly
7

4
ea

be seen to be related to group norms and values and the jaercei-ved,Status
4

of members baded on these criteria. George Bemans characterized the

leader of a group as "the man who comes closest to r'ealizingthe norms

the group values highest; this conformity gives tim his high Yank,,

which attracts people and implies-the ri4ht to asspme control of the group"

(Harold H. Frank and Aaron Henor Katcher, 1977, 104). Whatever',one'A

theoroitical focus, it seems clear that to lead is to influence others

4' ; -
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whether by coerdion, legitimized status or position, personal appea l, .)

oz, validating consensus (Frank &Katcher, 1977). This is the key factor in

constructing a paradigm of human leadership.- Ilomen by virtue of. gender

related expectations and status do not have equal access to'leadership' in-

small groups because they do not have equal status with mein in the larger

).

society.

Our current paradigms of small group leadership fail to account for

the impact of external status as defined by,gender op.the emergence'of

what has been called leadership behavior. For example, when laboratory

studies are done using college students, it is assumed that they, all enter

the test situation with equal external status because'they are all students.

There is ample evidence, which will be discussed to demonstrate that this

1
assumption is false. As Yerby (1975) points out in her study of variables

affecting female leadership in small problem solving groups, "gender

itself is a potent enough 'message' to significantly influence the out-

comes of a leadership situation" (163).

r

The work of Meeker and Weitzel-O'Neill 1977r, Eskilson and uileY--..'

(1976) And I4arlaine 13. Lockheed agd Katherine Patterson)Hall (1976) /

provides. substantial support faK the theor' that sex is a difiwee status

Sex As A Diffuse Status Characteristic

charadtetiStic which in the absence of mitigating factors will result in

,a higher'. ncidence of Male leadership ir Miled sex groups antill dictate .
i

differ* strategies.for the assumption of female leadership in mixed
, .

. .,

and same sex groups. I will review this research very briehy in order" ;* , r

to outline

ote ('
the key points leading to-this conclusioNand then' discuss the

implications.

5
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Much previous research supports the hypothesis that external status is

majo determinant of the,power and prestige order,of a taskToriented

group (Nally J. Jacobson, 1972; J. Berger, B.P. Cohen & M. Zelditch, 1972;

J. Berger, T.L. Conner and M.H. Fisek, 1974). ,External status' affects

internal statwby means of performance expectations. A person'who is

.

perceived as having higher external status is assumed by. self and others

tube mpritcompetent unless inormtioh to the contrary is presented.

The higher status.person's
contributions, thus, are mOrelikely to be s

well received and ieinforcet. In.contrOst, the "burden of proof" is on

.

the lower status person to demonstrate competence. The contributions

Of the lower status. person is likely to be perceived as motivated by

competitive and selfish desires to enhance status and, therefore, as

inappropriate or illegWmate(Meeker & Weitzel-O'Neill, 1977). Eskilson.

and Wiley (1976) cite the research of Brown (1965)., Mussen (1969) and

1 .

BrOverman et al. 41970) to Aupport the common sense assumption that

malesness is associated with higher status than-femaleness. 'Marsha B.

.jacdhson_and_Ualter-Koch-(1977)-reView of the literature suggests, that

.

"women are evaluated differently from, and very Often more negatively than,
:.

.

menkeven
/ though-their respective performances are identical" (149).

These evaluations were ofjg enerartask performance and ability, a well

as'other indices'of leadership.

Thus; women 'enter any potential leadership situation-with a few

- strikes against-them. 3f a .woman attempts leadership in a group, she must

demonstrie her competence whileaat the same time shoaling that her behavior

is motivated by a co-operative desire ti promote: the success of the :croup.

rather than-by a selfish desire for personal gain,(Meekgr & Weitzel-O'Neill,

1973). Given these demands it is not surprising that women are observed

4
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to make more expressive or social contributions to the gr p.than

Itmay also exp/ain why inthe,feW studies of women who s ccessfully

-attained leadership in natural settings or the laboratory, they are rated

highly as both task and social leaders by those they lead (John E. Baird,

, ' -

1976; Kathryn, Cirincionet-Coles, 1975). Thus, we might hypothesize that

it is not that women are incapable of task leadership, but that social

. .

leadership must come first if they are to accomplish the former.

Interpersonal Power

Many other studies support and elaborate this perspective on the
. ,

. ,

impact of gender as a diffuse status characteristic on leadership. Paul.:4tf'-i

.

.

Johnson's (1976) findings on interpersOnal power haverEartiCular significance 1

-;

. e
.

7

because they indicate that differences in diffuse status based on,gend , .

_. "k:
1:!
. ..,.

limits what is en as appropriate behavior for women but not for men.

Johnson fond that when subjects were-asked to evaluate hypotheVcal

situations in which one person attempted to influence,4nOther,'females_

-- were seekds'restrrcied to using certain types of power or infltehce

'strategies, which were classified as indirect, personal and helpless.

to.

4%.

Neil could utilize these strategies as well as those tore closely identified

with the masculine gender role, i.e.dkect,concrete and competent;

Thus, certainly it is not impossible for women tqoassUme leadership in a-
- A

task or problem solving group as long as they can prove themselves superior

-

incompetence without.straying Outside the boundaries of gender appropriate

behavior which is in some ways antithetical to leadership behavior as it has
-

teen traditionally defined '(Lockheed & Hall, 1976)% Johnson also' notes
.

, that "feminine" strategies ior utilizing poslei carry negative connotations,

Such as manipulatpe and deceptive which have detrimental pelsol;a1 and

social consequences.

7
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- Communicative Style

The verbal and nonverbal styles associated with femininity and

'A
' . .

pasctlinity'serve to reinforce the relationship of status and gender.

In terms of intonation patterns, women exhibit greater pitch variability

and more ,up inflections at the end of sentences. Pitch variability is

associated with greater emotionality. Up trrninal inflections are asso-
.

. ..-

ciated with uncertainty, lack of'seif-dfidence and defprence'(Sall*
r

McConnellGinet, 1974). Thus, a woman in a position of authority is likely

to be evaluated negatively if she uses the speech/patterns she has learned

. as a woman., If she adopts male speech patterns, however, she is likely

to be seen as overly pushy, aggressive and unfeminine.; ,This is clearly .'.

'a double bind situation. '(It should be noted that the feminine speech

patterns could 'alternately be interpreted as indicating not emotionality

but expressiveness and hot deference'but a desire to encourage response.)

Feminin-nonverbal stylealso places womdh.indthe same dilemma.

3

Irene Hanson Frieze andShiela J. Ramsey. (1976) point out that nonverbal

behavior which communicates low status and submission also signifies.

femininity (lOwering of the eves, stmiling, etc.). When women exhibit ,

41.such lehavior in groups, are they being followers oetjusjoeing feminine?

If they were to imitate nonverbal behavior associated with masculinity

and leadership, it is unlikely that they wouldreceivekhe same responses

as meh dO.

Leadership Effectiveness

,

The importance of perceived power or status on leader effectiveness

is demonstrated by Rdsabeth Kantor's study of the corporate hierarchy

(1978). She found that a person perceived as powerful in the organization

:
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ohly had to expre s an interest in something being done and it.was auto -

matically executed byPne of his staff.

and status had to resort to more coercive means to accomplish, less, nd

as a consequence were seen as leis effective leaders. There are 44wome

in the corporate'hierarchy, so that they stand Out as females and, thus,

.1

are seen a' lower in status and competence than men until proven, other-

Those perceived as lower in power

wise. Obviously, they are more likely'to find themselves- in the later

position than the former. A vicious cycle is perpetuatedp women aren't

expected to lead effectively, sb their changes of doing so are limited

and the stereotypes concerning female leadership Are perpetuated.

. -

Task Performance

The data on/level of perfornance and "leader like agltivity" for men

and women n same-end mixed sex groups vary widely from test situation to

test situation.' Lockheed And Hail (1976) Conducted two separate studies of,

student teachers and high school students in small problem solving groups.

They found that men and women in same sex groups%were equally active verbally

!

and task oriented, but in mixed sex groups, women were less active- gfohowever,,

a female subject had previous experience in a same sex group, the nuulber of

taslt-oriented acts she initiated in the mixed iex group was significantly
'

inCreasede--in this context, females were riost likely to occupy the n er,

two position in the leadership hierarchy. T he importance of these, findings,

along with those of Eckilson .;;;Arliley (1976) on achieved vs. ascribed female

leadership, ingicate that the effects of gender status can be,ninimized if

information ii.provided that indicates women are competent to lead and that
p.

leadership behavior is letimate for them in this context.
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Sei4Domposition of Groups

Substantik evidence indicates that vaqing,the'numbers of.men and
. ,

. women in a group (indepepdent of verbal interaction) can afect sex role

more
,

;

4
awareness and behavior toward. -'orless gendgender tereotypilfal respOnses*

'
Diane N. HOle and E. Troy Higgil-ls '.(1976) reviewed literature on self

.

reports,of idefftiication with masculine and feminine traits. They conclude

that being in the'minorityin,a'roup is likely to heighten sexrole awareness.

ASO *

This awareness may increase the number of opposite sex stereotypic traits
4

reported if the individual. regards andrOgyny.as a desirab e goal, but may

increase same sex stereotypic identification if poll ed femil6y or ma's-

culinity, is regarded as more desirable. _yhile research by Sandra Bem (1975)

indicates that the majority of-people surveyed identify themselves as primarily

androgynous, the situation of the lone fema/e or theLloqe male 'in an opposite

1
1

sex group may bring out gender role stereotypic behavior (Carol Wolman &'Hel

Frank, 1975; Ruble & Higgins, 1976):
1.

Yeiby -investigated the influence of sex-role attitudes, group coinpositiOni

and task on female leadership. She found a significant interaction between\

group members' attitudes toward female, leadership and sex composition of the

gtoup in determining group member satisfaction ith female leaders. She

.,,..4*

found that women were rated as most highly effective in, balanced se* groups '-

- whose member, had,positive attitudes toward female leaders. us; attitudes.

r : -

concerning gender stereotypes, as wellaS the mere presence of various numbers

of males and females may'significantlyalter the impact of gender as a diffuse- .

status characteristic on the responses of groUp members -to female le.idership.

In summarizing my position; it is clear that What we call itadership

,
iscomprised of a complex of behaviors dependent on the interaction of group'

members, varying overtime and likely to be distributed among members as well .

10
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-*as to .held exclusively one member: Since current model of leader-

ship ha been basedon'greater experience with male subjects, there is A

tenderaey1to favor those leadership behaviors whiCh are more characteristic:
i . .

1 .,

of the masculine gender role (Zellman.- 1976). The ?significance of this
.

tendency is that it reflects unde'rly#g cultural values and'differential .

. 4 \.

,

behavior norms for men and women which affect our fundamental concept. cow-
. .

.
..-A

c . ''''-

0.... .

-cerning 1dadership 4pcluding vholcan
.

lead, whd shOuld be studied, what

.

is

. i.
a . V V

e

#

V
. ,

studied and
r

thb interpretation of what is found. The. domdins Of - research

onitask or problem solving grotips have been the.male military, -business manar-

ment and the laboratory. t

. .

,To neglect the experience of women in qroups,is to limit our knowledge

.

of how groups-operate and how leadership might function., In studying 41

/

leadership in task oriented Otproblem soli4n4 groups, it'might be parti-

cularly valuableb look-at iadical fehinist groups 'because they are con-

:
.

sciously experimenting with alternatives to a hierarchical leadership structure

in shall They rotate eadershiglin an effort to develop the

capabilities and'skills Of all memi.;ers'and to,draw fUlly from their experiences.

They are committed to achieving,equality by equitable means. A hierarchical ;

..' ..*
4

.......<
. t

group structure would be antithetical .4..o thid principle. They also believe

, S

that.by maximizing the cOmpetency of all mehbers, the group will be more
TV

effectiV,\Productive and less vulnerable to dissolution by the,loss of

'any;one,-member (Paula Costs Eastman, 19731.

I.
.

Thereis some evidence.to indicate that rotating leadership may be

.

'characteristic of female groups., Elizabet(Aries (1970 found that groups-
.1

of all'women.tended t ift leadership over time rather than estabaish a

fixed dominance hierarchy men did in all- male groups. There is additional-
. .../eviance froth. the literature On sex differences in coalition fw-mation,

.$ .-

;

f
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,

. . :

to support this notion (Shaw, 1971) but' much mo94 research on female groups
o

.
. ..

f
,

.

needs' to be done before any conclusions can be draWhc The evidence-preented.
P

.
.so-'

O
. g

indicates that observed differences in behavior may reflect differences in
. , .

. diffuse status rreithan any pieltrehce for typgs of leadership activi y.

..

r ' 1
%

Since women and men do not appeai to have an equal number, and,kind of choices
-.,'

,available to them, we can not now draw any-enclusion about preferences for ,
:

. .- ,
. ,

.
. .

what have been identifiedas leadership activities. We do not-know if
.- . .

r .

women are more,co-operative in .groups and appear more interested in- a fait

'outcome than] winning out of necessity or choice (Shaw, 1971).-..
.

. .

Michael 5.".01nsted and-A. Paul Hare (1978) discuss .eadership in,terMs
.

,
.

. ,
',,,-

of a variety of Soles within a paradigm of group dimensiong which takes into

adcount externalcultural and-social.-qactors.as they impact on small groups. .

. , ,e
/.' 1 P

1
0

I

This model indicates a fruittul approach to further StuOY. Rather than

isolating leadership'asan:indepenglent phenomant we might` work on construct-
.

1

.

r ,' ' ,

.

ing models of inter n.anclusive of as many fat,c.yrs as'possible that'affect
9

individUal and group pe;lormAhce.' W shOuld,also bt aware that se factors

are likely to change Over tine as iocgal va ues and nbrms,of behavior change.

1,
.-.1 'l

..

. .

'Much more work needs to nedone With all fema in addition to

. e )

experimenting with cm;text,Sithat-ninimize the impict of gendt role expectations.;
, . : , , . .

'We might begin by, looking at the sinilarities in' the behaVior male and
,

, )
g

-
,---,

female followers (Patricia' Ann Rygock,,,1977) cOntrasted.mith the onmon

.
.

behavior of female and male leaders,'while keeping in mind that in any r
'

eteing there is much ambiguity .(Cohen-kMarchr 1974), What are the ne-Cessary.,-

.
i

,- .,

k 4 .
. V

qualities of human leadership-and how do-they vavy fro6 conte to contex t?,
i N

C,1 A° . ..4.
... 0 I

Sow are extsrnal cultural norm# and values -differenti-allii reinforced and.aated :10

.4.-z.

r . -

. e 4

Istic

,

upon in varying situations? Is' the pr Terence for an ny reported by

, .

reflectionqf current.social tren s .indicatipg how l000pie ideally sell.

12
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themselves and how much does this reported preference affect human behavior

,

in small groups. These are-some of the questions that need to be asked int
.

.

\\eavingtoward truly*man earadigMs Of small group behavior. The ultimate.

goal,of feminist scholarshipis not to remain isolated as women's studies,

but to redefine the mainstream to be inclusive of the experiences of women.

4- 'Every theory and paradigm of human behavior should lab-re-examined in terms of

z t ,

rangl of convenience. That'is what does it explain and what does it fail to

encdmpass? As a fer4inist ithe field of interp9rsonal communication, I am

7
not interested in just applying traditional communicAjon theory and research

techniques to women, but in including the experiences of worsen in the

formulation of communication theory and research practices.

13
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